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FAC T SH EE T FO R PATI ENT S A N D FA M I LI ES

Outdoor Air Quality and Adult Asthma
Poor air quality is unhealthy for everyone, but especially for people with asthma. Poor air quality can be
a trigger for your asthma — and can make symptoms come on faster and stronger.
Here’s how poor air quality can affect you:
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The Air Quality Index (AQI)

is a number for reporting how clean or unhealthy your air is every day.

You can find it on the Internet at
AirNow.gov. It’s also reported
in local news sources:

When AQI is:

AirNow.gov

Enjoy usual
outdoor activities

GOOD

Consider reducing outdoor exercise —
not as long, not as hard
If you have symptoms,
stay indoors
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A person with asthma should:
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Permanent lung damage, higher
risk of lung cancer, and early death

Reduce
or avoid
outdoor
exercise

_________
Avoid all
outdoor
exercise

Plan outdoor
activities
in the
morning,
when air
quality is
usually
better

Keep your
fast-acting
inhaler nearby
(such as
albuterol)
— and
contact your
doctor if
you’re using
it often

Whenever
possible,
avoid
outdoor air
in places
with a lot
of traffic
Going
even a few
blocks away
can help
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What causes
poor air quality
Wood burning —
inside or outside

Smoke
stacks

Both
particulate
matter and
ground‑level
ozone make
asthma
worse

Particulate matter is tiny particles in the
air like dust, dirt, soot, and smoke. In
northern Utah, it’s more common and more
problematic in winter months. Symptoms
may come several hours after exposure.

Cars and
trucks

Blowing
dust

Ground-level ozone is a colorless gas.
It forms when polluted air comes in
contact with heat and sunlight. This is
more common in summer months and late in
the day. Symptoms usually come right away.

Particulate matter in your lungs
Particulate matter is sometimes reported as PM 2.5 or PM 10
PM 2.5 particles are extremely tiny.
Even a face mask won’t keep them out
of your airways. They can get deep into
your lungs and cause inflammation.

Human
hair

PM 10 particles are a bit bigger.
They include things like dust and
pollen. Your nose can filter some of
these before they reach your lungs.

Date________________________
MD __________________

❏

Reviewed with: patient /guardian

Verbalized understanding

inflamed

Inflammation in your lungs
narrows your airways and
makes breathing difficult

Take action

Patient name____________________________________________________ DOB _____________________

EMPI_______________

normal

❏ yes ❏ no

Utah Clean Air
UCAIR.org

ASTHMA Ac Tion pl An
n
n
n

Avoid these asthma TRiGGERS: _____________________

Breathing is easy

______________________________________________________

No coughing
No wheezing

n

No shortness of breath

n

Can work, play, and
sleep easily

n

Using quick-relief
medication less than
twice a week

n

Other: ____________________

Take CONTROllER medication: ______________________

Doing well
maintain therapy

_____________________________________________________

Take QUiCK-REliEF medication
before exercise or exposure to a trigger:_________________
_______________________________________________________

Keep ORAl STEROiDS on hand: use in yellow and/or
red zone as outlined below.

____________________________

n

Coughing

n

Wheezing

n

Shortness of breath

n

Difficulty with physical
activity

n

Waking at night

n

Tightness in chest

n

Other: ____________________

Add QUiCK-REliEF medication: ______________________

Monitor your symptoms and:
•
•

step up therapy

_____________________________

n

Medication is not helping

n

Breathing is very difficult

n

Cannot walk or play

n

Cannot talk easily

n

Other: ____________________

_____________________________

Utah Clean Air
UCAir.org
AirNow.gov
EPA.govairquality

_____________________________________________________

CAUTION
Asthma is
getting worse

If symptoms GO AWAY quickly, return to the green zone.
If symptoms CONTiNUE or RETURN within a few hours:

❏

Call/see your healthcare provider _____________________

❏

INCREASE _______________________________________

❏

ADD____________________________________________

(quick-relief)
(oral steroids)

❏ _________________________________________________

STOP
Medical alert!
get help now
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GO TO an URGENT CARE CliNiC or
HOSPiTAl emergency room immediately
— or CALL 911.
As you wait for help:
•

CONTiNUE taking quick-relief medication.

•

Continue or ADD ___________ mg oral steroids
(if not already taking)

AirNow.gov
EPA.gov/
airquality

Asthma symptoms can get worse quickly.
When in doubt, seek medical help.
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Ask your doctor
to add air quality to your
Asthma Action Plan.
Ask about when to
adjust your controller
medications.

Listen to your body
Get to know your own
responses at different
AQI levels — and
when you need to
change your plans.

Get to know your
neighborhood
Pay attention to
places and times of
day where air quality
affects you most.

Learn more
Get more information
about what you can
do to help improve air
quality — both outdoors
and in your home.
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